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Abstract

Deep sequence recognition (DSR) models receive in-
creasing attention due to their superior application to var-
ious applications. Most DSR models use merely the tar-
get sequences as supervision without considering other re-
lated sequences, leading to over-confidence in their pre-
dictions. The DSR models trained with label smoothing
regularize labels by equally and independently smoothing
each token, reallocating a small value to other tokens for
mitigating overconfidence. However, they do not consider
tokens/sequences correlations that may provide more ef-
fective information to regularize training and thus lead
to sub-optimal performance. In this work, we find to-
kens/sequences with high perception and semantic correla-
tions with the target ones contain more correlated and effec-
tive information and thus facilitate more effective regular-
ization. To this end, we propose a Perception and Semantic
aware Sequence Regularization framework, which explore
perceptively and semantically correlated tokens/sequences
as regularization. Specifically, we introduce a semantic
context-free recognition and a language model to acquire
similar sequences with high perceptive similarities and se-
mantic correlation, respectively. Moreover, over-confidence
degree varies across samples according to their difficul-
ties. Thus, we further design an adaptive calibration in-
tensity module to compute a difficulty score for each sam-
ples to obtain finer-grained regularization. Extensive ex-
periments on canonical sequence recognition tasks, includ-
ing scene text and speech recognition, demonstrate that our
method sets novel state-of-the-art results. Code is available
at https://github.com/husterpzh/PSSR.

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown remarkable

performance in sequence recognition tasks, such as scene
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(a) Perception overconfidence (b) Semantic overconfidence

Figure 1. Text strings placed along the right side of images are
target, prediction, and sequence confidence respectively from top
to bottom. Fig. 1 (a): the model assigns higher confidence to the
character that extremely resembles to the ground-truth character in
visual perception (e.g., texture and topological shape); Fig. 1 (b):
the word that are semantically correlated to the ground-truth label
will be predicted with a high confidence.

text recognition (STR) [11, 40, 47] and speech recognition
(SR) [3, 25]. Despite impressive accuracy, recent studies
have indicated that DNNs [7, 8, 19], including deep se-
quence recognition (DSR) models, are usually poorly cali-
brated and tend to be overconfident [15,27,28]. In the sense
that the confidence values associated with the predicted la-
bels are higher than the true likelihood of the correctness
of these labels, even for the wrong predictions, the over-
confident DSR models may assign high confidences. This
property may lead to potentially disastrous consequences
for many safety-critical applications, such as autonomous
driving [12] and medical diagnosis [26, 35].

Current DSR models use merely the target sequence as
supervision and consider little information about any other
sequences. Thus, they may tend to blindly give an over-
confident score for their predictions, leading to the over-
confidence dilemma. Presently, some works [13, 58] in-
troduce label smoothing, which smooth each token by re-
allocating a small value to all non-target token class from
the target class, to prevent the DSR models from assign-
ing the full probability mass to target sequences. However,
these algorithms do not consider token/sequences correla-
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tions, and are difficult to provide effective and sufficient in-
formation. In this work, we find that tokens/sequences with
high perception or semantic correlations, which refer to to-
kens/sequences with high visual/auditory similarities and
with high co-occurrence similarities respectively, may be
mistakenly given a highly-confident score. Taking STR for
example, the Figure 1 shows that token “l” shares highly
visual similarity with “i”, and thus the models may easily
predict it to “i” with high confidence. On the other hand,
word “universiti” is semantically similar to word “univer-
sity” and thus it is also predicted to “university”. These
tokens/sequences are easily ambiguous with the target ones
and thus may provide more effective information to regular-
ize training.

In this paper, we propose a calibration method for
DSR models: Perception and Semantic aware Sequence
Regularization (PSSR). The PSSR enables the DSR mod-
els with stronger vital perception discrimination ability and
richer semantic contextual correlation knowledge by incor-
porating additional perception similarity and semantic cor-
relation information into training. Specifically, we con-
struct a similar sequence set that comprises sequences ei-
ther perception similar to the instantiated sequence input
or semantic correlated with the target text sequence. Dur-
ing the training stage, these similar sequences are used as
weighted additional supervision signals to offer more per-
ception similarity of different token classes and semantic
correlation in the same context. Furthermore, we discover
that the degree of overconfidence of the model on its pre-
dictions varies across samples and is related to the hard-
ness of recognizing samples. Hence, we further introduce a
modulating factor function to adjust the calibration among
different samples adaptively. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, we conduct experiments on two
canonical sequence recognition tasks, including scene text
recognition and speech recognition. Experimental results
demonstrate that our method is superior to the state-of-the-
art calibration methods across different benchmarks.

The major contributions of this paper are fourfold. First,
we discovered the overconfidence of DSR models com-
prises perception overconfidence and semantic overconfi-
dence. Second, following our observations, we propose a
calibration method for DSR models that enables the DSR
models with more vital perception discrimination ability
and richer semantic contextual correlation knowledge, so as
to obtain more calibrated predictions. Third, we introduce a
modulating factor function to achieve adaptive calibration.
Fourth, we provide comprehensive experiments over mul-
tiple sequence recognition tasks with various network ar-
chitectures, datasets, and in/out-domain settings. We also
verify its effectiveness on the downstream application ac-
tive learning. The results suggest that our method yields
substantial improvements in DSR models calibration.

2. Related Works
Sequence Recognition. Sequence recognition generally

involves dealing with instantiated sequential data, which
usually carries rich information on perception and semantic
modalities. Previous methods, such as segmentation [10,49]
and CTC-based methods [2, 14, 50], predict the sequence
mainly depending on the perception feature of tokens,
hardly taking semantic information into consideration. For
example, the CTC-based model splits the input sequence
into several vertical pixel frames and outputs per-frame pre-
dictions, which are purely based on the perception features
of the corresponding frame at each time step. Recent works
increasingly pay attention to conjointly exploiting both per-
ception and semantic information [11,60,64], since the two
types of information complement each other in the recog-
nition process. Some works implicitly incorporate the se-
mantic correlation to the models using RNNs with atten-
tion [3, 30, 51, 59] or Transformers [54, 62]. Additionally,
[25, 33, 47] explicitly integrates a language model to learn
semantics for supervision. Although remarkable progress
has been achieved in the public benchmarks, we discover
that it meanwhile incurs a problem, that is, these state-of-
the-art methods are biased towards the commonly-seen per-
ception pattern or the semantic context in the training set
and produce overconfident predictions [55].

Confidence Calibration. Calibration of scalar classifi-
cation has been extensively studied for a long time [29, 41,
46, 61]. A simple yet efficient manner is post-hoc calibra-
tion, which directly rescales the prediction confidence of
already trained models to the calibrated confidence during
the inference stage [15, 22, 42, 46]. While showing favor-
able effectiveness for in-domain samples calibration, they
fail to be applied under the condition of dataset shift, since a
held-out dataset is required to learn the re-calibration func-
tion [27]. As another prevalent line of research, several
studies calibrate networks by modifying the training process
during the training stage [4]. Label smoothing [53], origi-
nally proposed as a regularization technique, has shown a
favorable effect on model calibration [44]. [44] and [37]
fix overconfidence from the perspective of maximizing the
entropy of the prediction distribution. More recently, Liu
et al. argue that Label smoothing pushes all the logit dis-
tances to zero and lead to a non-informative solution, and
propose a margin-based Label smoothing to realize better
calibration [32]. [17] developed an auxiliary loss function
that calibrates the entire confidence distribution in a multi-
class setting.

The aforementioned methods mostly focus on the im-
provement and analysis of scalar classification task. How-
ever, almost little literature is proposed to study the cal-
ibration for DSR models calibration [20, 52]. Slossberg
et al. simply extend the temperature scaling for scene
text recognition calibration, which rescale the logits on
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Figure 2. The upper part illustrates the confusion matrix of the
mispredictions, which represents the distribution that the actual to-
kens in a sequence are recognized as other classes. And the bottom
part plots the correlation between perplexity and the confidence of
sequence.

each time-step individually with a specific temperature
value [52]. However, it essentially calibrates individual to-
kens to achieve the calibration of a sequence, unaware of
perception and semantic correlation in calibration of se-
quences. Huang et al. achieve the adaptive calibration on
each token with taking the contextual dependency underly-
ing the sequence [20]. Despite of showing a certain extent
effectiveness, the method is insufficient for DSR models
calibration, since only the inter-token context is considered,
the potential cause of the overconfident prediction brought
by the overfiting on the perception features are ignored.

3. What Causes Overconfidence of DSR mod-
els?

In this section, we delve into reasons for the observed
overconfidence of DSR models and identify that the per-
ception similarity and semantic correlation of sequence are
responsible for the phenomenon. All the statistics are de-
rived from the prediction results of a CTC-based model
(NRNC [1]), and an attention-based model (MASTER [33])
on the ensembled testing set [21, 23, 24, 34, 36, 45, 48, 57].

3.1. Perception Similarity

To study how the perception information influences the
miscalibration of DSR models, we build confusion matrices

to count the frequency that the ground-truth class is recog-
nized as other classes. The upper part of Fig. 2 displays
part of the confusion matrices (see appendix for the com-
plete confusion matrices), from which we can observe that
the ground-truth class is more likely to be confused with
the classes with higher perception similarity, that is, these
classes suffer from more severe overconfidence. For exam-
ple, the ground-truth token “0” is almost exclusively con-
fused with “o” in either attention or CTC models.

Table 1 further presents the quantitative metrics, includ-
ing the frequency (Fvis) and the average probability (Pvis)
of the ground-truth token being confused to most perception
similar token (see appendix for detailed calculation of the
two metrics). As shown, a similar token owns a relatively
high frequency and probability to be mispredicted. Note
that, due to the data bias of the training set, where the pro-
portion of letters is much larger than numbers, perception
overconfidence mainly occurs in the letter-related classes.
For example, the Fvis in Table 1 show that, the letter “o” is
seldom predicted as number “0”.

3.2. Semantic Correlation

We additionally compute the perplexity of the mispredic-
tion of models to measure how well the predicted sequences
are formed (see appendix for details of perplexity). In gen-
eral, the lower perplexity score represents that the predic-
tion has a stronger semantic correlation. As shown in the
bottom part of Fig 2, the semantically correlated mispre-
dictions with lower perplexity scores demonstrate a more
severe overconfidence problem. Another interesting obser-
vation is that, although all the models tend overconfident
in wrong predictions, the perplexity varies from the models
based on different decoders. Compared with the CTC-based
models that rely more on visual information, the context-
aware attention-based models generally have lower perplex-
ity scores. The phenomenon indicates that introducing the
semantic information during training makes the model tend
to predict legitimate sequences in the training set.

4. Proposed Methodology

4.1. Preliminaries

Let {(Xi, Yi)}Ni=1 ∈ D(X ,Y) denotes a dataset, where
Xi ∈ X is a sequential input sequence (e.g. text image,
speech audio, etc), and Yi = {yi,1, yi,2, ..., yi,ni

} ∈ Y is
the corresponding target sequence consisting of multiple to-
kens. Let P(Ỹ |Xi) denotes the posterior probability that a
sequence recognition network predicts for a candidate se-
quence Ỹ on the given input Xi. And the predicted se-
quence is obtained as Ŷi = argmaxỸ ∈Y P(Ỹ |Xi) with its
confidence as P(Ŷi|Xi) = maxỸ ∈Y P(Ỹ |Xi). Generally,
the DSR model are said to be perfectly calibrated when, for
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Table 1. The frequency (Fvis) and the average probability (Pvis) of ground-truth token being confused to most visually similar token

CTC
Pair 0-o 1-i 3-s 4-a 5-s 8-s c-e i-l l-i m-n o-0
Fvis 95.92 55.10 40.74 52.17 88.89 57.14 35.80 36.88 45.11 50.20 4.72
Pvis 84.01 75.02 60.92 78.79 76.87 76.57 68.10 70.86 69.11 66.23 65.13

Attn
Pair 0-o 3-2 3-5 5-s 8-s 9-a 9-g c-e m-n n-m o-0
Fvis 70.00 50.00 50.00 72.73 44.44 40.00 40.00 37.33 40.75 56.64 2.58
Pvis 70.85 68.13 96.40 81.63 81.42 41.71 90.81 75.06 73.79 74.66 85.25

each sample (Xi, Yi) ∈ D(X ,Y):

P(Ŷi = Yi | P(Ŷi|Xi)) = P(Ŷi|Xi). (1)

4.2. Sequence-level Calibration

The vanilla training process of the DSR model adopts
one-hot encoding that places all the probability mass in one
target sequence and thus encourages the probability of the
target sequence being biased toward one-hot distribution.
This myopic training algorithm may be useful for recogni-
tion accuracy, but it ignores the perception similarity be-
tween different token classes and various semantic contex-
tual correlations. This lack of knowledge makes the model
predict recklessly without considering various conditions.
To alleviate this problem, we attempt to incorporate addi-
tional information into the training stage, which comprises
the perception similarity information between different to-
ken classes and more semantic contextual correlations.

Specifically, we construct a similarity sequence set that
comprises sequences either perception similar to the se-
quence instance inside the input sequence or semantic cor-
related with the corresponding target sequence. And we in-
troduce a regularization term to the vanilla loss to smooth
the empirical loss over these similar sequences. Formally,
the entire loss is defined as:

Ltotal
i = LG(Yi, Ŷi) + α f(pi)

∑
Y ′
i ∈S(Xi,Yi)

LG(Y
′
i , Ŷi)

(2)
where LG refers to the empirical loss function (e.g., cross-
entropy and CTC loss) generally used in DSR models of
different decoding mechanisms, α is a hyperparameter used
for adjusting the global calibration intensity, f(pi) is an
adaptive calibration intensity function which is used for lo-
cal adjustment of calibration intensity among different sam-
ples (see Sec. 4.4 for more details), and S(Xi, Yi) is the
similarity sequence set consisting of perception similarity
and semantic correlation sequences of sample (Xi, Yi).

Most previous calibration methods for DSR models are
implemented at the token-level, which require a token-
to-token alignment relationship between input and output
sequence and is therefore limited to the partial decoders
(e.g., attention). In contrast, our proposed loss is computed

among different sequences, which can avoid the compli-
cated alignment strategies operated on token-level and thus
can be applied to different decoding schemes.

4.3. Similar Sequence Mining

In this section, we describe how to obtain the similar se-
quence set, which consists of perception similarity and se-
mantic correlation sequences

Perception Similarity Sequences. The prediction dis-
tribution of DSR models is affected by both perception
and semantic contextual features. Thus, the critical chal-
lenge of effectively modeling the perception similar be-
tween sequences is to eliminate the effect of semantic con-
text. Hence, we resort to the semantic context-free model
(e.g., CTC-based model). Specifically, we first fed the in-
put sequences Xi into a well-trained CRNN [50] model to
obtain the probability matrix consisting of token prediction
distribution at each time step. Then, we can calculate the
posterior probability P(Ỹ |Xi) of any candidate sequence Ỹ
over the entire sequence space. Benefiting from the context-
free attribute, the higher the probability of a candidate se-
quence, the higher its perception similarity to the input se-
quence. Thus, we conduct a search algorithm based on the
probability matrix to rank the posterior probability among
the sequence space and finally collect the top N probable
sequences as the perception similarity sequences.

Semantic Correlation Sequences. Recently, [56] dis-
covered models tend to assign high probabilities to se-
quences that share a highly similar context to the target
sequence and appear more frequently in training, even if
these sequences obviously deviate from the perception fea-
ture of the input sequence. Here, we define them as se-
mantic correlation sequences of the target sequence. And
we search for these sequences with the help of a pre-trained
language model BCN [11], which is a variant of transformer
decoder with a diagonal attention mask to prevent the model
from attending to the current time-step token of the tar-
get sequence. As a result, the token distribution at each
time step is conditioned on its bidirectional context, that
is P (yt|y1:t−1, yt+1:n). In this setting, we can efficiently
model the correlation between tokens and their contexts.
Specifically, a higher probability for a certain token class
means that the semantics of the combination of this token
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class with its context is stronger, i.e., this combination ap-
pears more frequently in training. Then, we multiply the
probability of each token together as the probability of se-
mantic context correlation between the candidate sequence
and the target sequence. Similarly, we perform a search al-
gorithm to rank the probability of sequences in the entire
sequence space and collect the top N probable sequences as
the semantic correlation sequences of the target sequence.

4.4. Hardness ranking adaptive calibration

The models differ in the degree of overconfidence of
their predictions on different samples, with more or less.
Applying the identical calibration intensity to each sample
may result in underconfident in some samples while may
still be overconfident in others, which makes it challeng-
ing to achieve co-calibration. To analyze the claim, we take
STR as an example and construct a dataset with adjustable
hardness property (see appendix for details). We compare
the calibration performance of TRBA [1] and TRBC [1]
on the dataset with different hardness ratios. As shown in
Fig. 3 (b), the ECE values all increase with increasing hard-
ness ratio, indicating that the models become more over-
confident. One reason for this may be that the confidence
of target sequences continuously increase when the model
is trained with hard label, irrespective of the fact that the
actual posterior probabilities of target sequences of difficult
samples should be low intuitively. And the training process
only leads to the predicted confidence scores become fur-
ther greater than the actual probabilities.

Following our observation, and inspired by the Focal
loss [31] that views the posterior probability of the target
class as a measure of the sample hardness (i.e. the lower the
probability, the harder the sample), we propose a modulat-
ing factor function f(pi) that is integrated into the regular-
ization term to achieve adaptive calibration based on sample
hardness. It is defined as:

f(pi) = εe + (εh − εe)(1− pi)
2 (3)

where εe and εh are the hyper-parameters that control the
calibration intensity for the easiest and hardest samples
(εh ≥ εe), respectively, and pi is the posterior probability
of the target sequence (i.e. P(Yi|Xi)). When the sample is
hard to recognize and the pi is small, the result of f(pi)
is close to the εh, so that more probability is smoothed
from the target sequence towards similar sequences, and
vice versa. In this work, we set εe and εh are 0.01 and
1.0, respectively.

5. Experiment
5.1. Experimental Setup

We evaluate our method on the two classic sequence
recognition tasks: scene text recognition (STR) and speech

Easy Sample

Hard Sample
(a)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Hardness Ratio

1

2

3

4

5

EC
E(

%
)

TRBA
TRBC

(b)

Figure 3. The illustration of: (a) easy and hard recognition sam-
ples; (b) the ECE results of TRBA and TRBC on different degrees
of hardness of dataset.

recognition (SR). Detailed settings are described below.
Datasets: For STR, we conduct the experiments on

the English and Chinese benchmarks: 1) The English
benchmark contains two synthetic datasets for training, i.e.,
Synth90K [21] and SynthText [16], and the ensemble of
seven realistic datasets for testing, including IIIT5K [36],
SVT [57], IC03 [34], IC13 [24], IC15 [23], SVTP [45],
and CUTE80 [48]. 2) The Chinese benchmark [6] ensem-
bles five public datasets, consisting of 509,164 and 63,645
images for training and testing, respectively. For SR, we
use the AISHELL-1 [5], which is a large-scale mandarin
speech dataset containing 141,600 sentences with 120,098
for training, 14326 for validation, and 7,176 for testing.

Models: For STR, we adopt six models, including
ASTER [51], TRBA [1], SEED [47], MASTER [33],
CRNN [50], and TRBC [1], which cover the advanced and
classical attention-based and CTC-based models. For SR,
we use U2-Tfm [63] and U2-CTC [63], which use a shared
Comformer [43] encoder with self-attention and CTC as
two branch decoders.

Evaluation Metrics: We adopt the widely used expected
calibration error (ECE) [38], adaptive ECE (ACE) [39],
maximum calibration error (MCE) [17], and reliability dia-
gram [9] as calibration metrics. Following [20], these met-
rics are calculated by taking the entire sequence as a unit to
calculate the sequence-level confidence and accuracy.

Comparison Methods: We compare our method with
SOTA scalar and sequential calibration methods. Specif-
ically, scalar calibration methods, including Brier Score
(BS) [4], Label Smoothing (LS) [53], Focal Loss (FL) [37],
Entropy Regularization (ER) [44], Margin-based Label
Smoothing (MBLS) [32], and MDCA [17], are extended
to sequence recognition by applying them to each token. In
addition, sequential calibration methods, including Gradu-
ated Label Smoothing (GLS) [58], Context-Aware Selective
Label Smoothing (CASLS) [20], are adopted for compari-
son. However, the two methods are limited to attention-
based models due to the utilization of one-hot encoding.
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Table 2. How hardness ranking adaptive calibration affects the
sequence recognition calibration. The best method is highlighted
in bold.

Method TRBA TRBC
ECE ACE MCE ECE ACE MCE

PSSR w/o f(pi) 0.74 0.93 8.97 1.19 0.85 10.65
PSSR 0.36 0.28 3.99 0.47 0.25 6.22

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Perception Sequence Proportion

0.275

0.300

0.325

0.350

0.375

0.400
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0.450

0.475

A
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%
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(a) TRBA
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C

E(
%

)

(b) TRBC

Figure 4. The results of different perception similar sequence pro-
portions in similarity sequence set on TRBA and TRBC models.

5.2. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies to discuss and analyze the
actual contribution of each component. All the experiments
are conducted on the English STR benchmark. TRBA and
TRBC are adopted to validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method on the sequence recognition models of atten-
tion and CTC decoders, respectively.

5.2.1 Effect of Adaptive Calibration

As discussed in Sec. 4.4, the hardness of recognizing a sam-
ple plays an important role in the calibration performance.
We remove the component of hardness ranking f(pi) from
the PSSR in Eq. 2, and show the comparison results of the
PSSR with and without hardness ranking component in Ta-
ble 2. From the results, the resulting method suffers from
a severe performance drop on all the metrics across TRBA
and TRBC models. The calibration performance is more ev-
ident in the TRBA model, where the ECE, ACE, and MCE
are increased by 0.38%, 0.65%, and 4.98%, respectively.

5.2.2 Effect of Similar Sequence Set

The similar sequence set comprises both perception and se-
mantic similar sequences. Here, we explore how the differ-
ent combined proportions of these two kinds of sequences
affect the calibration performance. The results are shown
in the Fig. 4. As for TRBA, the calibration performance is
better when the number of visually similar sequences is ap-
proximately equal to that of semantically similar sequences.

However, the TRBC is better with the increase of visually
similar sequences. This confirms our claim above that the
CTC-based models, such as TRBC, mainly occurring per-
ception overconfidence, while overconfidence in attention-
based models derives from both perception overconfidence
and semantic overconfidence.

5.3. Comparison with State-of-the-arts

In this section, we compare the proposed method against
the state-of-the-art method on the two tasks: scene text
recognition (STR) and speech recognition (SR).

5.3.1 Results on STR

We present the quantitative calibration results of attention-
based models on the English STR benchmark in Table 3.
The results show that our proposed PSSR outperforms all
the compared state-of-the-art methods across all the mod-
els in terms of ECE, ACE, and MCE metrics. Among other
comparison methods, the two calibration methods for se-
quential data, GLS and CASLS, generally perform better
than the methods for scalar data and achieve the second-
best performances. Compared with the sub-optimal GLS
method, particularly in the TRBA model, the proposed
method still reduces 0.56%, 0.62%, and 3.18% in ECE,
ACE, and MCE, respectively. Moreover, Table 4 reports
the calibration results of CTC-based models on the English
STR benchmark. Compared with the uncalibrated models
trained with CTC loss, the models trained with PSSR per-
form much better in terms of all the metrics, including ac-
curacy, ECE, ACE, and MCE. Combined with the above,
the satisfying performance demonstrates that the proposed
method can be well adapted to the model with different de-
coding schemes.

We further verify the effectiveness of our method on
the Chinese STR benchmark, and the calibration results of
attention and CTC models are presented in Table 5 and
6, respectively. Notably, our PSSR outperforms other ap-
proaches and sets a new state-of-the-art with better accuracy
and confidence calibration on almost all the models.

5.3.2 Results on SR

Table 7 reports the calibration results of uncalibrated mod-
els and PSSR on the AISHELL-1 dataset. As shown, the
proposed PSSR performs better than uncalibrated mod-
els in ECE, ACE, and MCE metrics. Compared to un-
calibrated models, the proposed PSSR reduces 20.54%,
20.69%, 43.84% in terms of ECE, ACE, and MCE on
the attention-based model and reduces 17.73%, 17.85%,
37.46% in terms of ECE, ACE, and MCE on the CTC-based
model. More results are presented in the appendix.
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Table 3. The calibration results comparison of NLL, BS, LS, FL, ER, MBLS, MDCA, GLS, CASLS and PSSR on the English STR
benchmark of attention-based models. The accuracy and three calibration metrics: Acc(%), ECE(%), ACE(%) and MCE(%), are listed.
The best method is highlighted in bold.

Method ASTER TRBA SEED MASTER
Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE

NLL 85.27 3.82 3.82 17.10 85.51 3.88 3.88 21.49 85.34 4.04 4.04 23.09 84.52 3.86 3.86 16.01
BS [4] 85.17 3.46 3.41 16.53 86.06 3.44 3.42 23.72 85.20 4.14 4.14 21.23 85.83 3.26 3.26 16.17
LS [53] 84.35 0.99 0.81 10.27 84.12 1.59 1.52 10.38 84.62 1.23 1.20 9.61 85.16 1.37 1.32 8.11
FL [37] 84.94 1.79 1.40 9.55 85.34 1.36 0.99 11.04 85.89 2.23 2.24 16.01 84.86 1.22 0.97 7.37
ER [44] 76.33 7.25 7.21 23.85 85.64 1.31 1.10 9.18 85.50 1.07 0.95 13.73 85.09 1.40 1.02 10.86
MBLS [32] 84.42 1.12 1.03 7.63 84.51 1.34 1.16 9.47 84.55 1.39 1.38 10.22 85.01 1.03 1.05 5.72
MDCA [17] 85.09 2.18 2.14 10.70 85.98 1.50 1.44 7.85 86.08 2.54 2.47 20.58 84.92 1.25 0.82 6.70
GLS [58] 84.12 0.93 0.71 6.36 83.83 0.92 0.90 7.17 85.13 1.26 1.11 11.24 85.05 2.66 2.64 11.76
CASLS [20] 84.65 0.86 0.77 5.55 85.41 1.02 0.98 7.94 85.71 1.59 1.36 13.15 84.89 1.16 0.93 12.20
PSSR 85.06 0.69 0.48 5.26 86.45 0.36 0.28 3.99 85.54 0.94 0.77 7.48 86.03 0.78 0.40 8.36

Table 4. The calibration results of CTC-based models on the En-
glish STR benchmark. The best method is highlighted in bold.

Method CRNN TRBC
Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE

CTC 78.91 2.80 2.80 14.45 84.94 2.73 2.71 16.62
PSSR 79.53 0.97 0.49 8.52 85.48 0.47 0.25 6.22

5.4. Calibration Performance under Dataset Shift

The DNNs are discovered to be overconfident and highly
uncalibrated under the condition of data shift. Inspired
by [18], the data distribution drift test datasets are derived
from the English benchmark test dataset after four diverse
corruption types, including speckle noise, Gaussian blur,
spatter, and saturate. Figure 5 shows the clean and the
four corrupted examples. Table 8 reports the calibration re-
sults of uncalibrated models and PSSR on the English STR
benchmark of corrupted datasets, which demonstrates that
the model trained with the proposed PSSR can still achieve
a good calibration performance even under data shift. And
compared with the state-of-the-art calibration methods, our
method performs best in terms of all the metrics across all
the drift datasets. And the details on other methods and their
corrupted calibration results are presented in the appendix.

Figure 5. Clean and four corruption examples.
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Figure 6. The results of active learning task on TRBA and TRBC.

5.5. Downstream Application

We argue that calibration benefits the downstream active
learning task when adopting a confidence-based query strat-
egy. In general, active learning trains an initial model based
on a small amount of labeled data, and then a query strat-
egy is applied to the output of models to select the most in-
formative samples with the least confidence for an oracle to
annotate. The model is then retrained with the additional la-
beled data. The above process will be repeated until model
accuracy is satisfied or the labeling resource is exhausted.

The active learning experiment is conducted on the En-
glish STR benchmark, where an attention-based TRBA
model and a CTC-based TRBC model are adopted. Specif-
ically, only 10% of training samples are used initially to
train the base model. Then, 1% samples of the unlabeled
data pool (consisting of the remaining 90% of training sam-
ples) are queried, combining the original labeled samples
to retrain the model. We compare three query strategies:
random sampling, least uncalibrated confidence, and confi-
dence calibrated with our PSSR. And the querying process
is iterated five times.

Fig. 6 shows the average accuracy on the test set against
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Table 5. The calibration results comparison of NLL, BS, LS, FL, ER, MBLS, MDCA, GLS, CASLS and PSSR on the Chinese STR
benchmark of attention-based models. The accuracy and three calibration metrics: Acc(%), ECE(%), ACE(%) and MCE(%), are listed.
The best method is highlighted in bold.

Method ASTER TRBA SEED MASTER
Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE

NLL 56.12 6.69 6.14 16.00 56.23 10.78 10.78 27.14 42.09 11.27 11.27 26.55 61.28 9.01 9.01 21.19
BS [4] 56.18 6.14 5.58 16.03 56.82 10.18 10.18 25.34 44.15 10.41 10.41 24.55 65.06 8.77 8.77 20.88
LS [53] 56.31 1.95 1.53 4.71 56.16 1.25 1.23 4.18 42.54 1.31 1.34 4.21 65.28 1.33 1.33 3.22
FL [37] 55.98 5.73 5.19 12.95 56.78 9.74 9.74 24.58 43.02 8.69 8.72 21.45 64.04 2.96 2.96 7.43
ER [44] 55.66 3.62 3.42 6.45 55.40 3.42 3.35 7.59 42.70 3.70 3.71 11.74 63.53 2.39 2.39 5.66
MBLS [32] 56.32 1.96 1.52 5.15 56.26 1.29 1.18 2.29 42.22 1.25 1.19 2.96 65.66 1.13 1.13 3.31
MDCA [17] 56.06 5.63 5.08 13.01 56.85 9.97 9.97 26.74 43.43 9.68 9.69 22.78 64.12 3.02 3.02 8.93
GLS [58] 56.16 1.38 1.15 2.83 56.38 1.31 1.27 3.35 41.54 1.16 1.18 3.62 64.89 1.54 1.46 4.82
CASLS [20] 56.10 1.40 1.05 2.96 56.18 1.40 1.40 3.41 41.45 1.27 1.15 3.34 64.78 1.50 1.42 4.46
PSSR 55.91 1.02 0.58 3.14 56.55 0.72 0.63 2.29 41.64 1.01 0.86 2.99 65.86 1.03 0.93 2.11

Table 6. The calibration results of CTC-based models on the Chi-
nese STR benchmark. The best method is highlighted in bold.

Method CRNN TRBC
Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE

CTC 41.10 8.62 8.62 21.85 58.07 15.02 15.02 39.80
PSSR 40.44 0.64 0.48 3.38 57.25 0.79 0.73 1.78

Table 7. The calibration results of U2-Tfm and U2-CTC on
AISHELL-1. The best method is highlighted in bold.

Models Method Acc ECE ACE MCE

U2-Tfm NLL 58.81 22.75 22.75 50.85
PSSR 57.36 2.21 2.06 7.01

U2-CTC CTC 58.14 20.20 20.20 41.28
PSSR 57.44 2.47 2.35 3.82

Table 8. Corrupted calibration results on the English STR bench-
mark. Uncal is short for Uncalibrated. The best method is high-
lighted in bold.

Corruption Method TRBA TRBC
Acc ECE ACE MCE Acc ECE ACE MCE

Speckle Noise Uncal 65.71 3.80 3.85 15.83 65.63 1.51 1.46 7.59
PSSR 67.01 0.64 0.66 5.84 66.45 1.19 0.54 9.26

Gaussian Blur Uncal 42.10 19.10 19.10 57.63 40.52 14.49 14.50 44.80
PSSR 42.29 2.45 2.55 10.92 40.50 1.45 1.25 7.80

Spatter Uncal 59.91 4.12 4.12 11.79 58.12 2.23 1.89 6.41
PSSR 61.68 1.06 0.86 4.89 58.82 1.99 1.87 5.13

Saturate Uncal 81.04 3.95 3.95 16.96 80.41 2.56 2.48 17.56
PSSR 81.56 0.74 0.54 7.07 80.92 0.64 0.38 6.78

the percentage of images sampled from the unlabeled data
pool for different models. It can be seen that the accuracy
using the confidence-based strategy performs better than

other query strategies. And it further outperforms the uncal-
ibrated confidence-based strategy with accuracy improve-
ment by 1.02% and 1.03% after the final iteration on TRBA
and CRNN, respectively.

6. Conclusion
Despite the superior performance of deep sequence

recognition models, they have been proven to suffer from
the over-confidence dilemma. In this paper, we investigate
the overconfidence problem of the DSR model and discover
that tokens/sequences with higher perception and semantic
correlations to the target ones contain more sufficient and
correlated information to supervise the regularization of la-
bels and facilitate more effective regularization. Motivated
by the observation, we propose a Perception and Semantic
aware Sequence Regularization framework, which explores
perceptively and semantically correlated tokens/sequences
as regularization. Comprehensive experiments are con-
ducted on classic DSR tasks: scene text and speech recog-
nition, and our method achieves state-of-the-art confidence
calibration performance. In the future, we will explore more
effective strategies to conjointly utilize perception and se-
mantic information for better DSR model calibration.
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